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Abstract: eAssessment is typical for online and distance learning, but nowadays it 

is also applicable in institutions with blended-learning delivery mode, because of 

advantages that proposes to teachers and learners: performance of online 

examination in time suitable for learners and from any geolocation, immediate 

feedback and exam results. In several learning scenarios, the eAssessment could 

occur in groups where the multicast communication from type one-to-many or 

man-to-many could be performed. In this case, the arising problem concerns 

security in collaborative and synchronous environment. It is important to protect 

all participants from false messaging and illegal behavior. One solution of this 

problem is implementation of multicast security which main benefits are related to: 

high scalable, fast re-key operation, decreased network load. The aim of the paper 

is to present a key exchange protocol for distributed multicast security. The 

advantage of the protocol is that it offers more security because it relies on the 

problem for two sided action of two dual semifields which can be reduced to a two-

sided linear equation. Such equations have not yet been considered and a general 

solution for them has so far not been found in polynomial time. 

Key words: eAssessment, security, multicast, protocol for distributed key 

agreement, idempotent semirings. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

eAssessment is defined as a method or a set of methods for assessment of students 

learning performance and/or learning outcomes as well as for evaluation of achieved 

competences and/or skills through usage of a wide variety of technologies [1], [2] and [3]. 

eAssessment takes different forms and types and it depends on the educational scenario and 

context. In some scenarios, the eAssessment occurs in environments with tools for online 

synchronous communication among students and educators. Students could perform 

assessment activities individually, in small groups or collaboratively. According to von 

Davier and Halpin there are three types of teams where the learners’ collaborative 

interactions depend on the actions of their collaborators: ensemble, group and synchronized 

individuals [4]. Collaborative assessment gives possibility to all members of a learning 

community to assess tasks of a learner sharing their constructive criticism [5]. In [4] is given 

the difference among ensemble, group and synchronized individuals. In an ensemble the team 

tasks could be accomplished only through collaborative work of all team members, they 
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cannot work in isolation. In a group every member performs a task individually contributing 

to the team progress. Synchronized individuals also form a team where every member works 

in isolation, but their tasks are synchronized in time.  Other form for collaboration is 

performance of peer-to-peer assessment activities where students review the generated 

results of their classmates [6]. An innovative model for assessment is proposed by Yuste et 

al. who combine videoconferencing with assessment tasks [7]. The power of the method is 

in the continuous assessment of tasks, projects and interviews applicable at online training. 

Anyway, it is tested for formative assessment too and shows positive results. Also, Chen et 

al. talk about synchronous assessment and its potential usage for online courses improvement 

[8]. The authors propose four types of synchronous eAssessment: synchronous quiz, 

synchronous written test, synchronous oral examination and synchronous assessment of 

practical tasks. Thomas et al. share the student experience at synchronous examination 

enrolled in a distance course [9]. They report positive students’ opinion concerning electronic 

examination from home. As it can be seen, the eAssessment is typical for online and distance 

education, but it is applicable also in blended-learning educational form, where combination 

of online and offline modes of examination are possible [10], [11]. Practices show that 

eAssessment process occurs in distributed eLearning environments in many of cases for 

training and educational institutions where learners and teachers perform a wide range of 

assessment activities accessible via Internet. Figure 1 summarizes several cases of 

synchronous and/or collaborative eAssessment: 

• Learners perform assessment activities in collaboration (teams are created inthe 

form of ensemble, group or working as synchronized learners) and the teacher 

assesses the result/product. 

• The learner is assessed by the teacher through synchronous assessment activity – 

for example oral communication through usage of audio/video conferencing. 

• Peer-to-peer assessment in collaborative environment, where one peer assesses 

other peer. 

Because all assessment activities are performed in the web, an emerged problem is 

related to the secure transfer and storage of private and operable data during the eAssessment 

process. 

This paper presents the current situation in the area of security during online 

examination, showing the existing practices. Then, we propose a new solution for security, 

based on protocol for distributed key agreement over idempotent semirings. Multicasting is 

defined as the ability to transmit a single stream to multiple subscribers at the same time [12]. 

The multicast security protocols are focused on the problem of key management. The goal 

of the key management is to distribute the group key securely to the group members who can 

then use it to encrypt or decrypt the multicast data. They deal with the number of key 

messages exchanged with increasing group size. 

The aim of the paper is to present a key exchange protocol for distributed multicast 

security. For this purpose, firstly,  the main assessment activities typical for an eAsessment 

process are discussed and several important security issues are pointed out. Then, after 

summarization and analysis of existing solutions and best practices concerning secure 

eAssessment process, a model of a cryptosystem based on multicast security protocol is 

proposed. 
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Fig. 1. Synchronous and/or collaborative eAssessment 

2. CURENT SITUATION IN THE AREA OF SECURITY DURING ONLINE 

EXAMINATION 

The literature review shows that a multicast communication takes place in applications 

for videoconferencing, audio/video streaming, stock market quotes, distributed games, 

training systems. Also, the multicasting is applicable in the area of online examination and 

researchers are looking for techniques and algorithms to secure interactions. The difficulties 

of security come from the fact that the sender could be even somebody outside the group, 

and also, the received data cannot be customized. The multicasting security issues in online 

examination are related to: (1) the correct authentication – correct identification of the group 

members (teachers and learners), (2) ensuring the access control to the group – who can be a 

member from this group and who can send data to the group members, (3) the correct key 

management for ensuring the data integrity and confidentiality and (4) the fingerprinting – 

customization and individualization of the data transmitted to the receivers. 

The subject of security of multicasting in the context of eAsessment is immature and 

just a few publications were in the scope of this research.  

Zhang et al. in [13] present a layered degree-constrained overlay multicast (LDCOM) 

protocol that is applied to resolve the conflicts in the case of dynamic interaction and live 
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streaming as well as to guarantee the maximum delay of the shared interaction. The protocol 

is utilized at realization of a live teaching system ensuring synchronous collaborative 

interactions. The performed experiment shows that the created prototype with LDCOM 

method has the possibility to support one-way live streaming at large scale and two-way 

interaction between participants and tutor and also to guarantee the delay.  

Granda et al. propose a networking technique for multimedia data delivery in real time 

through usage of IP multicast (see [14]). This technique is utilized in development of 

multimedia applications for e-learning where synchronous communication has to connect 

employees from different multinational corporations located in different geographical places. 

The results confirm the efficiency of this technique in comparison to unicast data delivery.  

Kiah and Martin present a host protocol for safe movement of group members from one 

area to other as well as their return to visited places in wireless mobile environment [15]. The 

protocol is applicable in the case of group communication at solutions of multimedia 

conferencing and virtual classroom e.g. in applications with multicast functionality. For 

efficient management of members’ movement, the protocol includes a mechanism "Mob-

List" where all movements are registered. The security problems in the context of multicast 

application in eAssessment are summarized in three groups and they are related to: 

• Multicast group formation- Who has possibility to send data to group members? How 

the sender to be identified? How a new member can join the group? How a member 

will leave the group? How the group member individualization/customization could 

be performed? 

• Communication in the group – the communication scenarios are: one sender to many 

receivers and many senders to many receivers; 

• Key management – it includes individual key formation, group key generation and 

cases for re-keying.  

3. IDEMPOTENT SEMIRINGS 

3.1. Preliminaries 

Semiring in [16] and [17] is called a nonempty set S  with two binary operations: 

addition (+) and multiplication (∙). These operations have the following properties: 

1. ),( S   is a commutative semigroup i.e. xyyx    and 

zyxzyx  )()(  for all Szyx ,,  

2. ),( S  is a semigroup i.e.  zyxzyx  )()(  for all Szyx ,,  

3. two distributive laws hold: zxyxzyx  )(  and 

zyzxzyx  )(  for all Szyx ,, . 

Let ),,(  SS  be a semiring. Then: 

• If a neutral element 0 for a semigroup ),( S  exists, i.e. xxx  00  

for all Sx   and xxx  00  for all Sx , the neutral element is called zero. 

• If a neutral element   for a semigroup ),( S  exists, i.e. xxx  00  

for all Rx   and xxx    for all Sx , the neutral element is called one. 
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We will note that some authors (see [18]) define a semiring as a structure with zero and 

one. 

The semiring ),,( S  is called commutative if the semigroup ),( S  is commutative.  

An element a  of a semiring  ),,( S  is called an additively (multiplicatively) 

absorbing if the following equality  axa   ( aaxxa  ) holds for all Sx . An 

element which is both additively and multiplicatively absorbing is called infinity and is 

denoted by ∞.  

An element a  of a semiring ),,( S  is called an additively idempotent if aaa  . 

If every element of a semiring is an additively idempotent then the semiring is called an 

additively idempotent semiring. An element a   of a semiring ),,( S  is called a 

multiplicatively idempotent if aaa  . If a semiring S  is an additively idempotent, then 

its multiplicatively idempotent elements are called idempotent elements, or idempotents. A 

semiring  ),,( S   is called an idempotent if it is an additively idempotent.        

If a semiring ),,( S   has a zero element 0, let us denote  0\SS 
, and if  S  does 

not have zero, we denote SS 
. Then if ),( S  is a group, the semiring S is called a 

semifield. A semiring S with one is called a semifield if each nonzero element of  it has an 

opposite element with respect to multiplication. 

A semiring   ,minmax,,,minmax,  RS  is an idempotent semiring 

which is not a semifield. For this semiring  ,0 . The opposite element with 

respect to the operation min does not exist. The maximal element of this semiring is  +∞.  

In this paper we are interested in four idempotent semifields, namely:   

    ,max,,max,  RS          ,min,,min,  RS  

  ,max,,0max,   RS            ,min,,min,   RS  

where R is the field of real numbers and  ,0 xRxR "+" is usual addition, " "  is 

usual multiplication. Let us point out that for the semiring max,S  the additional operation is 

maximum and the multiplicational is "+", for the semiring  min,S   the additional operation 

is minimum and the  multiplicational is "+", for the semiring max,S   the additional operation 

is maximum and the  multiplicational is " ", for the semiring min,S  the additional operation 

is minimum and the multiplicational is " ". 

3.2 Dual idempotent semirings 

Let  ,,GG  be a group which has a lattice structure. We join two new elements 

⊥  and    and  obtain  .,GG  Thus, we extend the ordinance in the group as 

follows: a  for all .Ga The operation in the group can be also extended, namely:  
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Let D  be an idempotent semifield which is obtained according to the above 

construction, i.e. ,0,,, ••  DD  with the top element  . It remains to give the 

opposite element to this top element. Let us set: 0,0 11  
. In this way we find two 

complete dual semifields: 

• Complete semilattice under natural order ,D , i.e. the structure 

,,,,  ••DD . 

• Complete semilattice under the dual of the natural order  ,, DD
d

, i.e. 

the structure ,,,,  ••DD d
. 

For these two dual structure, laws, analogous to the De Morgan laws hold. 

3.3. Application of idempotent semirings in cryptography 

In 2007 Gérard Maze, Chris Monico and  Joachim Rosenthal in [19] discussed for the 

first time a cryptosystem based on semigroups and semirings. The same year 2007, K. Slavin 

(see [20]) received US patent for his cryptosystem, applying ideas similar to [19]. Atani (see 

[21] and [22]) published two cryptosystems, using semimodules over factor-semirings. 

Dwivedi et al.  [23] suggested a protocol based on polynomials over noncommutative  factor-

semirings. D. Grigoriev and V. Shpilrain in [24] firstly suggested to apply an idempotent 
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semiring in public key cryptography. M. Durcheva considered different applications of 

idempotent semirings in public key cryptography (see [25], [26] and [27]). 

4. THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL 

4.1. Dual semirings action 

The idea of this action is two dual idempotent semirings to act over a matrix semiring. 

Let S be a set and let T,,,,  ••SD  and T,,,,  ••SD d
 be two 

complete dual semifields (here we denote the minimum element by   and maximal element 

by T ) and T,,,,  SS . We consider matrix semirings, defined over S , D  and 

dD . Let these be respectively  )(SM nn
, )(DM nn

 and )( dnn DM 
. Additionally, we 

consider polynomials of matrices over two dual semifields. Then if ),(DMM nn

)( dnn DMN  , )(SMX nn ,the action is: 

                          )()())),(),((( NqXMpXNqMp  .         

In general case, the protocol consists of the following: two users agree on a public 

channel about the dual semifields and three matrices ),(DMM nn )( dnn DMN  , 

)(SMX nn . 

1. Alice chooses as a secret key two reduced polynomials (for a polynomial in 

max plus, min plus, max time and min time algebras there are terms which do not contribute 

to its value, when these terms are removed, a polynomial is called reduced) )(xp    (over 

the semifield D and )(xt   (over the dual semifield 
dD ). She computes her public key 

)()( NtXMpA •

•   and sends it to Bob. 

2. Bob chooses as a secret key two reduced polynomials )(xq  (over the semifield D

) and  r(x) (over the dual semifield 
dD ). He computes his public key     

)()( NrXMqB •

•   and sends it to Alice. 

3. Alice computes 

).()()()()()( NtNrXMqMpNtBMpkA

••

••

•

•   

4. Bob computes 

).()()()()()( NrNtXMpMqNrAMqkB

••

••

•

•   

At the end of the protocol, two users obtain a common secret key .BA kk   

To break this protocol, an eavesdropper must solve the following: 

Problem for two sided action of two dual semifields. For given three matrices 

),(DMM nn )( dnn DMN  , )(SMX nn , and a matrix 
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][][ 21 NSXMST •

•  , find two matrices ][11 MSU   and ][22 NSU   such 

that 
21 UXUT •

•  . 

In our case, the matrix  T can be the matrix A , i.e. Alice's public key, or the matrix  

B , i.e. Bob's public key; ][1 MS  and ][2 NS  are matrix semirings, generated by matrices

M  and N  respectively. This means that to break the proposed protocol, it is enough the 

eavesdropper to solve the two sided matrix equation  
21 UXUT •

•   for the unknown 

matrices 1U  and 2U , and for known matrices T  and X . 

Let T,,,,  SS  be an idempotent semifield. Each matrix 
nmSA  defines 

a transformation from a semimodule 
nS  to the semimodule 

mS . For two matrices 
nmSBA ,  and for an unknown vector 

nSx , an equation BxAx   is called two-

sided linear equation. For the semirings    max,,max, RS   and  

  ,min,,min,  RS  the question about the complexity of the two-sided linear 

equation is solved. In [28] is established that it can be reduced in polynomial time to the so 

called mean payoff game problem [29] which is proved to be of the type NP∩coNP (see 

[30]). For some special cases (see, for instance [31], [32]), the solutions of the two-sided 

linear equation can be found in polynomial time and these cases must be avoided for 

cryptographic purposes.  For the semirings 

    max,,0max, RS       and        ,min,,min,   RS  

we do not now a solution to a polynomial time has been found. The advantage of the proposed 

protocol is that, in order to be broken, the eavesdropper must solve the two-sided linear 

equation for two matrices that are from two different semifields. To solve this equation, the 

only possible way is an exhaustive search, because a general method for solving it is not 

known yet. And if the dual semirings, matrices and polynomials are carefully chosen, we 

believe that this problem cannot be solved in polynomial time.  

4.2. Distributed Secure Multicast Protocol 

The idea of extension of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol for the multicasting 

is due to Steiner et al. (see [33]). In this paper authors suggested two protocols, and one of 

them, called CLIQUES, is used of the same authors in [34] for rekeying in Dynamic Peer 

Groups. Later, this idea is also used by other authors. For instance, J.-J. Climent et al. in [35] 

employ noncommutative unitary ring of matrices for building the multicast protocol. 

In this paper, we use idempotent semirings for building our multicast protocol. Let the 

peers are denoted by lPPP ,...,, 21 . Peers agree on the two dual semifields 

T,,,,  ••SD  and T,,,,  ••SD d
. Let the matrix semirings, defined 

over DS,  and 
dD  be respectively ),(DM nn )( dnn DM 

, )(SM nn
. Then if 
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),(DMM nn )( dnn DMN  , )(SMX nn , and )(xf  and )(xg   be two 

polynomials of matrices over the dual semifields, the equality 

                      •••• )()()()( NgNgXMfMf ijji  

)()()()( NgNgXMfMf jiij

••

••    (1) 

always hods. 

This property helps us to build the following protocol: 

At the beginning of the Protocol peers select three matrices ),(DMM nn

)( dnn DMN  , )(SMX nn  and these matrices are made public.  Every user 

liPi ,...,2,1,   chooses two polynomials )(xf i  with coefficients of D  and )(xgi  with 

coefficients of 
dD . The pair of polynomials ( )(xf i , )(xgi ) is the private key for the user 

iP . 

1. Peer 1P    computes his public key )()( 111 NgXМfK •

•   and transmits 

1K  to the peer 2P  . 

2. Peer 2P    computes his public keys )()( 221,2 NgXМfK •

•   and 

)()( 2122,2 NgKМfK •

•  and transmits ( 2,21,21 ,, KKK ) to the peer 3P . 

3. Peer 3P  computes his public keys )()( 3131,3 NgKМfK •

•  ,  

)()( 31,232,3 NgKМfK •

•  and )()( 32,233,3 NgKМfK •

•  and 

transmits ( 3,32,31,32,2 ,,, KKKK ) to the peer 4P . 

       ...  

i. Peer Pi   computes his public keys )()( 2,21, NgKМfK iiiii

•

•  ,  

)()( 1,12, NgKМfK iiii

•

•  ,…, )()( 1,1, NgKМfK iiiiii

•

•  and  

transmits ( iiiiiiii KKKKK ,1,2,1,1,1 ,,...,,,  ) to the peer 1iP . 

       ...  

l. The last peer lP  computes public keys )()( 2,21, NgKМfK lllll

•

•  ,  

)()( 1,12, NgKМfK llll

•

•  ,…, )()( 1,1, NgKМfK llllll

•

•  and  

transmits to the peers 121 ,...,, lPPP  the keys  ( .,...,, 1,2,1, llll KKK ). 

  

At the end of the protocol, all peers receive a secret key: 

      )()( , NgKМfA iillii

•

•    for 1,...,2,1  li .  

For the last peer lP , the secret key is lll KA , . 
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      Theorem 1. All users (peers) of the proposed protocol (all members of the group) obtain 

the same secret key lAAA  ...21 .  

       Proof. The peer 
lP  computes ...)()( 1,1  •

• NgKМfA lllll = 

).()(...)()(...)()( 111 NgNgNgXMfMfМf llill

•



•••

•••• 

The peer 1lP  computes )()( 11,11 NgKМfA llll 

•

•  = 

)()()()( 12,21 NgNgKMfМf llllll 

••

••  =…= 

...)()(...)()()( 1121

••

•••••  NgXMfMfMfМf lll

)()()( 12 NgNgNg lll 

••



•  ,…,  

the peer 1P  computes ...)()( 11,11  •

• NgKМfA ll

)()()()( 12,21 NgNgKMfМf llll

••

••  =…=  

...)()(...)()()( 22211

••

••••••  NgXMfMffMfМf lll  

)()()()( 112 NgNgNgNg lll

••



•



•  . 

 

According to the equality (1), lAAA  ...21 . 

We will point out that the protocol can be extended so that a new peer to join or a 

peer to leave. In these both cases a rekeying is needed in order to preserve secrecy. 

The basis of this protocol is the Protocol 4.1. Therefore, the security of the protocol 

4.2 is based on the security of the Problem for two sided action of two dual semifields. 

As we showed, this problem can be consider as a two-sided linear equation in which two 

matrices are of two dual idempotent semirings. A general solution in polynomial time of 

it has so far not been found. That is way we consider that the suggested protocol has a 

satisfactory level of security. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In the paper the application of multicast in eAssessment is discussed with different 

possible scenarios of online examination, extracted from the scientific literature and 

good practices. Several security problems are identified and the attention is focused on 

the possible solutions. Then, a distributed multicast protocol based on the properties of 

the idempotent semifelds is suggested and the correctness of the protocol has been 

proven. As a future work, this protocol can be extended to meet the requirements for 

joining and leaving peers, as it is in the real eAssessment process. 
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